Design feature

THE BLACK BULL INN | BANGOR

Arches
Commanding stone arches run either side of the stunning room, each
with uplighters to softly illuminate the exposed large stonework pillars.
The walls above are topped with a row of arched windows, allowing
natural light to further illuminate the double-height space above.
The red-painted restored wooden-boarded roof space, with
imposing black beams, provides a striking ceiling hovering way up
above the customer area.
Above the entrance door, the former choir loft overlooks the bar,
with narrow floor-to-ceiling windows allowing further light to pour
into the space.
On the far-end opposite wall, a huge arch-shaped mirror reflects
that light below.
Further customer area and dining are situated below the ground
level of the original church, now the bar area.
Accessed by a few steps, this is the low-ceiling space of the former
presbytery building.
Decorated in bold heritage colours of blues and reds, this area is
filled with a mixture of low-level dining tables and chairs, as well as
high-top tables.
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RUM GOINGS-ON AS THE PIRATES OF
PENZANCE CAPTURE OPERA HOUSE

Cavernous
Bench seating, with plush red covers and wooden panelling,
perpetuates the church-theme feel throughout this more
contemporarily designed area, contrasting with the more cavernous
bar area.
Two summers ago, Wetherspoon spent more than £300,000
upgrading and extending the outside area at the rear of the pub.
The then Deputy Mayor of Bangor, now Mayor, Cllr John Wynn
Jones, officially opened the new-look beer garden in July 2017,
with pub manager Ian Warren.
The garden is four times the size of the previous one, built when the pub
first opened in 2001, and now boasts outdoor seating for 120 customers.
The upper level of the garden has wooden decking, while the lower
level is paved, with a mixture of free-standing garden dining
furniture and covered booth seating.
The outdoor space has lighting, including decorative lamp-posts
and a full complement of potted shrubs and plants, now becoming
well established in the beautiful beer garden.

The Pirates of Penzance was the 2019
production enjoyed by opera-lovers in
Tunbridge Wells.
Opera House, our pub in the Kent town,
which reverts to its original use at least
once every year, hosted two performances
of Gilbert and Sullivan’s opera, performed
by the touring Merry Opera Company.
The latest production dished up a cocktail
of Victorian light party fun, with a twist of
Merry Opera, together with plenty of swashbuckling sentimental pirates, blundering
policemen, absurd adventures, improbable
paradoxes and realistic women!

A sell-out audience enjoyed either the
matinée or Sunday evening show in seats
from the balcony (no dining) or from boxes
or stall seats with preshow dining included
in the ticket price.
The event, organised every year by Sam
Stone, shift manager at Opera House, was
compèred, as ever, by Merry Opera’s host
Rodney Crouch (pictured).
Past shows have included The Marriage of
Figaro, The Magic Flute, La bohème and
Kiss Me, Figaro!
The original theatre, The Opera House,
opened in 1902, built by the firm of John
Jarvis, with the architect JP Briggs.

It later became a cinema and then bingo
hall, opening as a Wetherspoon pub in
April 1997.
Sam said: “We were pleased to welcome the
Merry Opera Company back again to Opera
House for our annual opera – always eagerly
anticipated.
“The show is much loved, by staff and
customers alike, and enjoyed with so
much enthusiasm – an annual highlight for
everyone involved.”

FIND MORE PUB HISTORIES AND PHOTOGRAPHS ONLINE
www.jdwetherspoon.com/pub-histories
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